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Abstract
Choosing a portfolio of risky assets over time that maximizes the expected return at the same
time as it minimizes portfolio risk is a classical problem in Mathematical Finance and is referred
to as the dynamic Markowitz problem (when the risk is measured by variance) or more generally,
the dynamic mean-risk problem. In most of the literature, the mean-risk problem is scalarized
and it is well known that this scalarized problem does not satisfy the (scalar) Bellman’s principle.
Thus, the classical dynamic programming methods are not applicable. For the purpose of this
paper we focus on the discrete time setup, and we will use a time consistent dynamic convex risk
measure to evaluate the risk of a portfolio.
We will show that when we do not scalarize the problem, but leave it in its original form as a
vector optimization problem, the upper images, whose boundary contains the efficient frontier,
recurse backwards in time under very mild assumptions. Thus, the dynamic mean-risk problem
does satisfy a Bellman’s principle, but a more general one, that seems more appropriate for a
vector optimization problem: a set-valued Bellman’s principle.
We will present conditions under which this recursion can be exploited directly to compute
a solution in the spirit of dynamic programming. Numerical examples illustrate the proposed
method. The obtained results open the door for a new branch in mathematics: dynamic multi-
variate programming.
Keywords and phrases: mean-risk problem, Markowitz problem, portfolio selection problem,
vector optimization, dynamic programming, Bellman’s principle, algorithms
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 91B30, 46N10, 26E25, 90C39
1 Introduction
Richard Bellman introduced dynamic programming in 1954 in his seminal work [3]. Until today,
it is an essential tool that is widely used in many areas of engineering, applied mathematics,
economic theory, financial economics, and natural sciences. It allows to break complicated multi-
period (scalar) optimization problems into a sequence of smaller and easier sub-problems that
can be solved in a recursive manner. We review the basic facts here, wich make a comparison to
the obtained results of this paper easier.
Consider a time t problem, for t ∈ {0, ..., T −1}, of the following form: Given a starting value
vt of the state variable (e.g. some initial wealth) at time t, we look for a sequence of decisions
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that minimizes the overall expected costs at time t
Vt(vt) := min
ut,...,uT−1
Et
[
T−1∑
s=t
fs(vs, us, zs) + fT (vT )
]
(1.1)
s.t. vs+1 = hs(vs, us, zs),
us ∈ Us(vs),
zs ∈ Zs, s = t, . . . , T − 1,
where the scalar function fs represents the costs at time s when choosing the admissible control
(decision) variable us ∈ Us(vs), observing the random variable zs ∈ Zs, and obtaining the new
state vs+1 from the state equation hs, see [4]. One calls Vt the value function of the problem and
considers vt, the value of the state variable, as its argument. We set VT (vT ) = fT (vT ) for all vT .
The problem satisfies Bellman’s equation (or the Bellman’s principle and is called time con-
sistent) if the value function Vt(vt) satisfies
Vt(vt) = min
u∈Ut(vs)
Et [ft(vt, u, zt) + Vt+1(ht(vt, u, zt))] . (1.2)
Then, instead of solving one complicated dynamic problem (1.1), one can solve T − 1 easier
one-step problems (1.2) backwards in time, where one uses the obtained value function Vt+1 as
the input for the time t problem. Equation (1.2) has the following economic interpretation: The
optimal time t value Vt is the sum of the optimal cash flow in the current period plus the optimal
value Vt+1 in the next period.
The term Bellman equation usually refers to the dynamic programming equation associated
with discrete-time optimization problems. In continuous-time optimization problems, the anal-
ogous equation is a partial differential equation which is called the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation. For the purpose of this paper, we will work in discrete time.
The aim of this paper is now to deduce a similar Bellman’s principle for the mean-risk
problem. The mean-risk problem has two objectives: to minimize the risk of the portfolio while
maximizing the expected terminal value. Usually, a scalarization method is applied that turns the
two-objective problem into a scalar one that is of type (1.1). But the obtained scalar problem
does not satisfy the Bellman equation (1.2) and therefore turns out to be time inconsistent,
see [2, 9]. Researchers have dealt with this problem by establishing different methods to solve
this time inconsistent scalar problem. For example, [17] embeds the time inconsistent mean-
variance problem into a one-parameter family of time consistent optimal control problems, the
game theoretic interpretation of time inconsistency of [5] was used in [6], a mean field approach
e.g. in [1], a dynamic change in the scalarization to turn the time inconsistent problem into
a time consistent one was used in [15], and a time-varying trade-off is combined with relaxed
self-financing restrictions allowing the withdrawal of money out of the market leading to a policy
dominating the precommitted one in [9].
We propose a completely different approach. We propose to look at the original two-objective
vector-optimization problem -and not at the scalarized one- and develop a Bellman’s principle
tailored to the multi-objective nature of the problem. To the best of our knowledge, this task has
not been addressed before. The reason is, that it is per se not clear what the value function Vt
of a vector-optimization problem (VOP) is and thus it is not clear what an analog of (1.2) for a
VOP should be. This problem is related to the question what is actually meant by “minimizing a
vector function Γ”. Classically, one tried to find all feasible points y whose image Γ(y) is efficient,
i.e., there is no other feasible point y¯ such that Γ(y¯) is componentwise better. And it did not
mean to literally search for an infimum of Γ with respect to the vector order, “as it may not
exist, and even if it does, it is not useful in practice as it refers to so-called utopia points which
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are typically not realizable by feasible decisions”, see [13]. Thus, in the classical framework, one
cannot hope to obtain a solution in the sense that the “infimum of a vector function is attained”
and thus the “infimum becomes a minimum” and the value of that minimum is the value Vt of
the problem. Thus, a value function is not defined.
This situation, however, changed drastically with the so called lattice approach to VOPs
that has been introduced very recently, see [13, 18]. In this approach, a vector function Γ is
extended to a set-valued function G(y) = Γ(y) + Rq+ of type “point plus cone” and instead
of a vector optimization problem w.r.t. Γ, a set-optimization problem w.r.t. G is considered.
This procedure is called the lattice extension of the VOP. Then, the solution concept of set-
optimization, see [13,18], is applied to this particular set-optimization problem and yields a new
solution concept for the original VOP. The (lattice) infimum is now well defined, and the infimum
attainment is part of this new solution concept. It turns out that the value function of a VOP
in the lattice approach is nothing else than the upper image Pt(vt) of the VOP, i.e. a set whose
boundary contains the well known efficient frontier.
Now, having established a concept for the value function of a VOP, it makes sense for the
first time to try to find an analog of (1.2) for the VOP of interest, the mean-risk problem. Since
the value function of interest turned out to be a set-valued function, recent results on backward
recursions and time consistency for set-valued risk measure [12] provided an intuition on the type
of results one can expect. One key result of this paper is to show that the upper images, i.e.
the value functions Pt(vt) recurse backwards in time, which provides a formula in total analogy
to (1.2)
Pt (vt) = inf
STt ψt=vt,
ψt∈Φt
Γt(−Pt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)),
or, equivalently
Pt (vt) = cl
{(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
) ∣∣∣ STt ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt,
(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)}
. (1.3)
The details and notations will be introduced in the following sections. We will show that (1.3)
can be rewritten as a series of one-time-step convex vector optimization problems. Solving these
recursively backwards in time would solve the original dynamic mean-risk problem with upper
image P0(v0). This is in total analogy to the scalar dynamic programming principle.
Of course, several challenges arise: How does one deal with the issue that in the backward
recursion one needs to calculate the value function for any parameter vt of the state variable at
time t? In the scalar case this is accomplished by e.g. deriving analytical solutions to the scalar
problem and considering them as a function of vt. However, in the two-objective case, there is
not much hope to expect analytical expressions for the solutions. Efficient algorithms exist to
compute a solution and the value function of the lattice extension, but analytical expressions
will be a rare exception. In this paper, the problem will be resolved by using a coherent time
consistent risk measure to measure portfolio risk, this allows to scale the problem and it is enough
to solve in each node one VOP for initial value vt = 1.
Two numerical examples illustrate the theoretical results. In a two-asset market the mean-
risk problem is solved over 2.500 time periods, corresponding to 10 years of daily trading. The
efficient frontier at time 0 is computed utilizing the obtained backward recursion. Once the
investor chooses an efficient point on the frontier that he wants to reach, the optimal trading
strategy is calculated forward in time on the realized path. A second example illustrates the
results in a market with multiple assets.
It turns out that the efficient trading strategy on a realized path moves on the efficient
frontiers over time and is thus naturally related to a moving scalarization (i.e. a time- and
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state-dependent scalarization) that would make the scalarized problem time consistent in the
scalar sense and thus relates our results to the results of [15]. However, the main difference is
that this moving scalarization comes implicitly out as part of the solution in our approach, while
in [15] it has to be found a priory, which can be done in some special cases, but was an open
problem in the general case. The proposed method in this paper recurses the efficient frontiers
backwards in time, which corresponds to working with all scalarizations at the same time. And
then, to each point on the initial frontier corresponds an optimal trading strategy, that moves
on the efficient frontiers over time, which means there exists a moving scalarization that would
yield this strategy and thus would make the scalarized problem time consistent. An economic
interpretation of this moving scalarization will be given at the end of Section 5.4. However,
one actually does not even need to compute the weights for this moving scalarization as one is
primarily interested in the optimal trading strategy. Thus, the set-valued Bellman’s principle
overcomes the problematic need to explicitly compute the moving scalarization a priori, as there
is no need to turn the problem into a scalar time consistent problem since the original problem
can be solved already by the proposed multivariate dynamic programming principle and is thus
already time consistent in the set-valued sense. This indicates that there is a more general
concept in dynamic multivariate programming that addresses some of the problems in [15], but
many open technical challenges in the general case still need to be addressed in future research.
Thus, this paper can be seen as a first case study of a very general and new concept.
2 The portfolio selection problem
In this section, we introduce the multi-period mean-risk problem and all basic notations and
definitions.
2.1 Preliminaries and notation
On a finite discrete time horizon T = {0, 1, . . . , T} consider a finite filtered probability space
(Ω,F , (Ft)t∈T,P) with F0 trivial and FT = F . Without loss of generality we assume that all
nontrivial events have positive probability, i.e. P(A) > 0 for all A ∈ F , A 6= ∅. The set of
atoms in Ft is denoted by Ωt. The space of all bounded Ft-measurable random variables is
denoted by Lt := L
∞
t (Ω,Ft,P;R). For a subset A ⊆ R
m, denote the space of all bounded
Ft-measurable random vectors taking P-a.s. values in A by Lt(A) := L
∞
t (Ω,Ft,P;A). The
space Lt(R
m) is a topological vector space; for any subset A ⊆ Lt(R
m) the notations clA and
intA denote the closure and the interior, respectively. A point x¯ ∈ A is called minimal in A if(
x¯− Lt(R
m
+ )\{0}
)
∩A = ∅. It is called weakly minimal if
(
x¯− intLt(R
m
+ )
)
∩A = ∅.
When considering an Ft-measurable random vector X, its value at a given atom (node)
ωt ∈ Ωt is to be understood as its value at any outcome ω ∈ ωt, i.e. X(ωt) := X(ω). The
product of two random variables, or a random variable and a random vector, is understood
state-wise, (X · Y )(ω) := X(ω) · Y (ω). Random variables, or vectors being P-a.s. equal to 1,
resp. 0 are denoted by 1, resp. 0. We do not explicitly denote their dimensions as they should
be clear from the context. For any A ∈ Ft an indicator function IA is defined as IA(ω) = 1 for
ω ∈ A and IA(ω) = 0 otherwise. The conditional expectation E (· | Ft) is denoted by Et (·). All
(in)equalities and inclusions between random variables are understood in the P-a.s. sense unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
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2.2 Market model, feasible portfolios and measurement of risk
A market with d assets is modeled by a d-dimensional adapted price process (Ss)s=0,...,T on the
probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t∈T,P). The existence of an underlying nume´raire is assumed. The
distribution of the prices is assumed to be known to the investor. The probability measure P
is not required to be the true market probability, but rather the one the investor believes to
describe the market.
The investor enters the market at time 0 with some wealth v0, which is to be invested until
terminal time T , and follows an adapted trading strategy (ψs)s=0,...,T−1. Here, ψs,i denotes the
number of units of an asset i held in the interval between time s and s+ 1. For the purposes of
this work a market without transaction costs is considered. Any trading strategy the investor
can follow needs to have the self-financing property, STs ψs = S
T
s ψs−1 for s = 1, . . . , T − 1. The
value of the portfolio arising from a trading strategy (ψs)s=0,...,T−1 is
vs := S
T
s ψs−1,
for s = 1, . . . , T . In the rare case when the dependency of the portfolio value from the trading
strategy ψ has to be made explicit, we will use the notation vψs for vs instead. Since the underlying
probability space is finite, the portfolio value vs for any trading strategy is a bounded Fs-
measurable random variable.
Either the market authorities, or the investor herself can impose additional constraints on
the positions the investor is allowed, or willing, to take. These are modeled by a sequence of
constraints sets {Φs}s=0,...,T−1, where each Φs ⊆ Ls(R
d) is a closed conditionally convex set.
Thus, we will consider the trading restrictions
ψs ∈ Φs for s = 0, . . . , T − 1.
Short-selling constraints, i.e. the case Φs = Ls(R
d
+), are studied in detail in Section 5. However,
the derived theory works for any closed conditionally convex sets Φs, s = 0, . . . , T − 1.
We will use the term strategy and portfolio synonymously, and will always mean a portfolio
resulting from the strategy under consideration. An investor with an initial wealth v0 will
consider all possible portfolios with initial value ST0 ψ0 = v0 satisfying the above conditions. We
will refer to such a portfolio as feasible, and denote the set of all feasible portfolios by
Ψ0(v0) :=
{
(ψs)s=0,...,T−1 | S
T
0 ψ0 = v0, ψ0 ∈ Φ0, S
T
s ψs−1 = S
T
s ψs, ψs ∈ Φs, s = 1, . . . , T − 1
}
.
Since the aim of this work is to study the mean-risk problem dynamically, feasibility of portfolios
is relevant also for subsequent times. Assume the point of view of an investor at time t with
available wealth vt ∈ Lt. Any portfolio formed between times t and T must also be self-financing,
satisfy the trading restrictions, and have initial value vt. The set of all such feasible portfolios is
Ψt(vt) :=
{
(ψs)s=t,...,T−1 | S
T
t ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt, S
T
s ψs−1 = S
T
s ψs, ψs ∈ Φs, s = t+ 1, . . . , T − 1
}
.
Finally, to formulate the problem, we will specify how the mean and the risk of the terminal
value are measured. The mean is as usual quantified by the conditional expectation. In this
paper, the risk is assessed by a dynamic time consistent convex risk measure, a concept widely
used in the risk measure literature. Here we follow [10] and [22] for definitions and properties.
Definition 2.1 (See Sections 2 and 6 of [10] and Section 1 of [22]). A dynamic convex risk
measure is a family (ρt)t∈T, where every ρt : LT → Lt satisfies ρt(0) = 0, and for any X,Y ∈ LT
and Λ ∈ Lt the following properties hold true
• conditional translation invariance: ρt(X + Λ) = ρt(X) − Λ,
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• monotonicity: X ≤ Y ⇒ ρt(X) ≥ ρt(Y ),
• conditional convexity: ρt(ΛX + (1− Λ)Y ) ≤ Λρt(X) + (1− Λ)ρt(Y ) for 0 ≤ Λ ≤ 1.
The dynamic convex risk measure is called coherent if additionally each ρt satisfies
• conditional positive homogeneity: ρt(ΛX) = Λρt(X) for Λ > 0.
A dynamic risk measure (ρt)t∈T is time consistent, if for any X,Y ∈ LT and 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 it
satisfies ρt+1(X) = ρt+1(Y ) ⇒ ρt(X) = ρt(Y ).
Lemma 2.2 (See Sections 4 and 6 of [10] and Section 10 in [23]).
• Each element of a dynamic convex risk measure also satisfies regularity (often also called
locality): ρt(IAX) = IAρt(X) for any A ∈ Ft.
• For every dynamic risk measure (ρt)t∈T time consistency is equivalent to recursiveness:
ρt(X) = ρt(−ρt+1(X)) for any X ∈ LT and all 0 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 .
• Every convex risk measure on a finite probability space is a continuous functional.
• The negative conditional expectation, −Et, is a time consistent dynamic coherent risk mea-
sure, which is additionally linear and strictly monotone.
Throughout this paper, we will work only with time consistent dynamic convex risk measures,
and will for the sake of brevity just call them risk measures. In Section 5 we focus on time
consistent dynamic coherent risk measures, and will use the term coherent risk measure then.
We believe this should not lead to any misunderstanding. The assumption of time consistency of
the risk measure is reasonable as it assures that the investor’s risk assessment does not contradict
itself over time.
Summarizing, we formulate the assumptions posed on the market and the investor, whose
point of view is adopted throughout.
Assumption 2.3.
1. The investor’s perception of the market is represented by the adapted price process (Ss)s=0,...,T
on a finite filtered probability space (Ω,F , (Ft)t∈T,P). The distributions of the prices are
known.
2. The investor with wealth vt ∈ Lt at time t considers only portfolios (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 which
(a) have initial value vt,
(b) are self-financing,
(c) satisfy ψs ∈ Φs for s = t, . . . , T − 1, where Φs ⊆ Ls(R
d) are given closed conditionally
convex sets modeling potential trading constraints.
These three conditions form the set of feasible portfolios Ψt(vt).
3. The investor enters the market with wealth v0 at time 0, which is to be invested there until
terminal time T . It is assumed that Ψ0(v0) 6= ∅.
4. The investor evaluates the portfolios by the mean and the risk of their terminal values vT ,
where
(a) the mean is assessed by the conditional expected value Et,
(b) the risk is quantified by a time consistent dynamic convex risk measure (ρt)t∈T.
The non-emptiness of the set of feasible portfolios is only assumed at initial time 0. In
Lemma 3.2 below we will show that this implies the non-emptiness of the set of feasible portfolios
Ψt(vt) for all relevant investments vt that can be reached from wealth v0.
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2.3 Efficient portfolios
A rational investor will only choose among non-dominated portfolios, so called efficient portfolios.
This concept in the setting of Assumption 2.3 will now be made precise together with the broader
concept of weak efficiency covering also portfolios which are not strictly dominated. Since the
investor can make decisions dynamically, the concept of efficiency is defined for every time point.
Definition 2.4. Under Assumption 2.3, a feasible portfolio (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt) is called
time t efficient for initial wealth vt if, and only if, there exists no other feasible portfolio
(φs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt), such that
Et
(
v
φ
T
)
≥ Et
(
v
ψ
T
)
,
ρt
(
v
φ
T
)
≤ ρt
(
v
ψ
T
)
,
(2.1)
where at least one of the above inequalities is a strict inequality P-a.s. The set of all such
portfolios is called the time t efficient frontier for initial wealth vt.
A feasible portfolio (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt) is called time t weakly efficient for initial
wealth vt if both inequalities in (2.1) are strict for all ωt ∈ Ωt.
The term efficient frontier will also be used for the set of all objective values of efficient
portfolios.
Remark 2.5. Note that the strict inequalities in the definitions of efficiency and weak efficiency
differ as one is understood in the P-a.s. sense (i.e. X < Y P-a.s. iff X ≤ Y and P(X < Y ) > 0)
and one is omega-wise. The mathematical intuition behind this will become clear at the end
of this subsection, when we relate (weak) efficiency to the order relation. For an economic
interpretation note that for an efficient portfolio there cannot exist another portfolio that is not
worse, but better in at least one component in at least one node. For a weakly efficient portfolio
there should not be a portfolio that is better in all components in all states.
One may immediately notice in the above definition the dependency of efficiency on the wealth
vt. This is necessary, since in general it is not possible to derive an explicit relation between
the efficient frontiers for different wealths. The situation simplifies when the risk measure is
coherent. Then, the efficient frontiers scale, which is discussed in Subsection 5.1.
Remark 2.6. In Definition 2.4, efficiency is defined jointly for all atoms in Ωt, just as feasibility
is defined for all atoms jointly. If one is interested in a specific node ωt ∈ Ωt, one can restrict
the definition to this node only, that is, compute the expectation and the risk conditionally on
ωt. Clearly, a portfolio that is (jointly) efficient in the sense of Definition 2.4 is also efficient at
every node.
The reverse is also true. Since both, expectation and risk measure, have the regularity
property, the mean-risk profile of a portfolio at a node ωt depends only on the part of the trading
strategy that is relevant to that node. Additionally, the feasible set Ψt(vt) is conditionally convex,
which will be proven in Lemma 2.9 below. Thus, portfolios that are efficient for individual nodes
can be combined into a portfolio that is (jointly) efficient in the sense of the above definition.
However, this is not the case for weakly efficient portfolios. Node-wise weak efficiency leads to
(joint) weak efficiency in the sense of the above definition, but the reverse is in general not true.
To assign to each portfolio its mean-risk profile, we define a vector-valued function Γt :
LT (R
2) → Lt(R
2), which applies the negative conditional expectation and the risk measure
component-wise to a random vector, that is
Γt(X) :=
(
−Et (X1)
ρt (X2)
)
.
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For any feasible portfolio ψ ∈ Ψt(vt), the investor is at time t interested in the value Γt(VT (ψ)),
where
VT (ψ) =
(
vT
vT
)
=
(
STTψT−1
STTψT−1
)
(2.2)
is a two dimensional vector of the terminal wealth. The reason for defining Γt as a function
of a random vector VT (ψ), rather than a random variable vT is a subsequent recursive form,
which will appear in Section 4. The function Γt(VT (·)) is in a natural way connected to the
definition of efficiency - the reader can easily convince himself that the ordering corresponding
to Definition 2.4 is ≤Lt(R2+), and that the condition for time t efficiency is equivalent to
∄φ ∈ Ψt(vt) : Γt(VT (φ)) ≤Lt(R2+) Γt(VT (ψ)) and Γt(VT (φ)) 6= Γt(VT (ψ)), (2.3)
and the condition for time t weak efficiency corresponds to
∄φ ∈ Ψt(vt) : Γt(VT (φ)) ∈
(
Γt(VT (ψ)) − intLt(R
2
+)
)
. (2.4)
Note, that we will often use the short hand notation ψ := (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 for the trading strategy.
We believe the initial time t is clear from the context, and this ambiguity is out-weighted by
the increased readability of the formulas. Since ≤Lt(R2+) corresponds to the natural element-wise
ordering in Lt(R
2), it will usually be denoted by ≤. The ordering cone Lt(R
2
+) will only be
stressed in the context of the optimization problem.
2.4 Mean-risk as a vector optimization problem
The investor naturally prefers the efficient portfolios, therefore wishes to maximize the mean and
minimize the risk - or simply to minimize the vector-valued function Γt of the terminal wealth.
Our approach to portfolio selection is to formulate, and to study, the mean-risk as a vector
optimization problem (VOP). Within this framework the mean-risk problem of the investor with
wealth v0 at time 0 is
min
(ψs)s=0,...,T−1
(
−E0 (vT )
ρ0 (vT )
)
w.r.t. ≤
R
2
+
s.t. STs ψs = vs,
vs+1 = S
T
s+1ψs,
ψs ∈ Φs,
s = 0, . . . , T − 1.
(D0(v0))
Since we are interested in finding efficient portfolios for any given point in time t, we formulate
the mean-risk problem also for an investor with wealth vt ∈ Lt at time t,
min
(ψs)s=t,...,T−1
(
−Et(vT )
ρt(vT )
)
w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. STs ψs = vs,
vs+1 = S
T
s+1ψs,
ψs ∈ Φs,
s = t, . . . , T − 1.
(Dt(vt))
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Using the notation of the bi-objective function Γt and the terminal wealth VT , as well as the set
of feasible portfolios Ψt(vt) as defined in Assumption 2.3, problem Dt(vt) can be written as
min Γt(VT (ψ)) w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. ψ ∈ Ψt(vt).
Remark 2.7. The set Lt(R
2) is a vector space and its subset Lt(R
2
+) is a pointed convex cone,
which is additionally closed and solid. Thus, the pair (Lt(R
2),≤Lt(R2+)) is a partially ordered
vector space, and thus a suitable image space for a vector optimization problem. The set Ψt(vt)
is closed, as it is determined via equalities and inclusion in closed sets. Therefore as long as the
feasible set Ψt(vt) is non-empty, problem Dt(vt) is a VOP, as defined in [18].
Since we are working on a finite probability space, the sets Lt(R
2), resp. Lt(R
d), are finite
dimensional, and therefore isomorphic to the Euclidean space for some appropriate dimension.
Consequently the mean-risk problem Dt(vt) can be seen as a VOP with image space R
q and
variable space Rm with appropriate dimensions.
The mean-risk problem is formulated for every time point t and for any wealth vt ∈ Lt.
Together, these problems compose a family of mean-risk problems
D =
{
Dt(vt) | t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, vt is Ft-measurable
}
,
which will be the central object of this work. This family of problems can be interpreted in
terms of dynamic programming: we study a dynamic system, a portfolio, which is at each time
point t described by its value, the state variable. The decision maker, in this case the investor,
influences the portfolio at each time point by her choice of positions in the individual assets (the
trading strategy), which is the control variable. Afterwards the market impacts the portfolio by
a random change in the stock prices, which are the random shocks to the system. Our problem
differs from standard dynamic programming only by considering two objectives simultaneously.
Since each problem Dt(vt) is a VOP, all of the concepts from vector optimization are relevant
for it. The following four notions will be used in the subsequent sections. The image of the
feasible set of problem Dt(vt) is denoted by
Γt (Ψt(vt)) :=
{
Γt(VT (ψ)) | ψ ∈ Ψt(vt)
}
.
The upper image of Dt(vt) will be denoted by
Pt(vt) := cl
(
Γt (Ψt(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+)
)
.
A feasible portfolio ψ ∈ Ψt(vt) is a minimizer of problem Dt(vt) if(
Γt(VT (ψ))− Lt(R
2
+)\{0}
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(vt)) = ∅, (2.5)
and it is a weak minimizer if(
Γt(VT (ψ)) − intLt(R
2
+)
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(vt)) = ∅. (2.6)
The following lemma points out the connection between minimizers and efficient portfolios.
Lemma 2.8. A feasible trading strategy (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is a (weakly) efficient portfolio at time t
for initial wealth vt if, and only if, it is a (weak) minimizer of problem Dt(vt).
Proof. Relations (2.3), (2.4) show that (2.5), (2.6) are equivalent to the Definition 2.4.
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Consequently, the efficient frontier, as well as the weakly efficient frontier are contained in
the boundary of the upper image. Associating an efficient portfolio to every minimal point of
the upper image is possible when a compact feasible set is considered, this will be discussed in
Lemma 5.3. As in the scalar case, convexity is a desirable property for an optimization problem.
Lemma 2.9. Each mean-risk problem Dt(vt) is a convex vector optimization problem. The
feasible set Ψt(vt) and the objective function Γt(VT (·)) are conditionally convex. Furthermore,
the objective function has the regularity property.
Proof. It was already argued in Remark 2.7 that problem Dt(vt) is a VOP. What remains to be
shown is the conditional convexity of the feasible set, and conditional Lt(R
2
+)-convexity of the
objective function.
Consider any two feasible trading strategies ψ, φ ∈ Ψt(vt) and any α ∈ Lt with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Since the initial condition, as well as the self-financing conditions are linear in the portfolio
positions, they hold for a convex combination as well. Since the constraint sets are conditionally
convex, αψs+(1−α)φs ∈ Φs holds for all s = t, . . . , T−1, so the feasible set Ψt(vt) is conditionally
convex.
The terminal value is linear in the trading strategy,
v
αψ+(1−α)φ
T = αv
ψ
T + (1− α)v
φ
T .
This, together with the linearity of the conditional expectation and the conditional convexity of
the risk measure implies Lt(R
2
+)-convexity of the objective Γt(VT (·)),
Γt(VT (αψ + (1− α)φ)) ≤ αΓt(VT (ψ)) + (1− α)Γt(VT (φ)). (2.7)
The mean-risk problem is therefore a convex VOP.
Since (2.7) holds not only for deterministic scalars, but for α ∈ Lt, the objective function
Γt(VT (·)) is conditionally convex and consequently regular.
Remark 2.10. Similarly to efficiency, the optimization problem can be formulated in a node-
wise fashion - the expectation and the risk can be computed conditionally on a selected node
ωt ∈ Ωt. These problems will be denoted by D˜t(vt)(ωt). The feasible set of D˜t(vt)(ωt) is again
the set Ψt(vt). However, the regularity property ensures that it is sufficient to consider as a
variable of the problem only the part of the trading strategy relevant at the selected node, ψs(ω)
for ω ∈ ωt. This approach would reduce the dimensionality of both the objective and the variable
space. As discussed in Remark 2.6, the minimizers of such node-wise problems can be recombined
to give a minimizer of the original (joint) mean-risk problem. The same holds also for the upper
images and their minimal points.
3 Time consistency
Time consistency is a central issue in the fields of optimal control and risk averse dynamic
programming, however there are slightly varying definitions that are used for this concept. In
the context of efficient portfolios we decided to follow the approach used in [24]: a policy is
time consistent if, and only if, the future planned decisions are actually going to be implemented.
Or formulated differently - understanding that one only implements what is optimal - if the
optimal policy is still optimal at all later time points w.r.t. the objectives at these times. In the
portfolio selection setting, the investor wishes to choose a (weakly) efficient portfolio every time
she makes a decision. It is reasonable then to assume that she will not implement any trading
strategy which is not, at the moment, at least weakly efficient. This will motivate us to define
time consistency for our vector optimization problems in the following way.
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Definition 3.1. The family of mean-risk problems D is called time consistent w.r.t. weak
minimizers if, and only if for each time t = 0, . . . , T − 1, (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 being a weak minimizer
of Dt(vt) implies (ψs)s=t+1,...,T−1 being a weak minimizer of Dt+1(S
T
t+1ψt).
Since Lemma 2.8 establishes a one-to-one correspondence between weakly efficient portfolios
and weak minimizers of the mean-risk problems, the property of time consistency equivalently
applies to the weakly efficient frontiers. For this property to be satisfied - for a truncated weakly
efficient portfolio to remain weakly efficient at subsequent times - it is in particular necessary
that the truncated trading strategy remains feasible. In a market described by Assumption 2.3
this is true, the recursive nature of the feasible set of the mean-risk problems is proven in the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. A trading strategy is feasible, that is (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt) if, and only if, S
T
t ψt =
vt, ψt ∈ Φt, and (ψs)s=t+1,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt).
Proof. Recalling the definition of the feasible set, the recursive form follows by
Ψt(vt) =
{
(ψs)s=t,...,T−1 | S
T
t ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt, S
T
s ψs−1 = S
T
s ψs, ψs ∈ Φs, s = t+ 1, . . . , T − 1
}
= {(ψs)s=t,...,T−1 | S
T
t ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt, (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)}.
Theorem 3.3. Under Assumption 2.3, the family of mean-risk problems D is time consistent
w.r.t. weak minimizers (see Definition 3.1).
Proof. Consider some time point t, an investment vt and any weak minimizer (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 of
problem Dt(vt). As a result of Lemma 3.2 the truncated trading strategy is feasible also for
problem Dt+1(S
T
t+1ψt). Assume that the truncated trading strategy is not a weak minimizer.
Therefore, there exists a feasible trading strategy (φs)s∈{t+1,...,T−1} ∈ Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt), such that
−Et+1
(
v
φ
T
)
< −Et+1
(
v
ψ
T
)
,
ρt+1
(
v
φ
T
)
< ρt+1
(
v
ψ
T
)
,
(3.1)
for all ωt+1 ∈ Ωt+1. By defining additionally φt := ψt, a feasible (φs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt) is
obtained. Let us look at the values of the objectives for this portfolio. The tower property and
the strict monotonicity of the expectation combined with (3.1) yields
−Et
(
v
φ
T
)
= Et
(
−Et+1
(
v
φ
T
))
< Et
(
−Et+1
(
v
ψ
T
))
= −Et
(
v
ψ
T
)
. (3.2)
Define ǫ := ess inf
(
ρt+1(v
ψ
T )− ρt+1(v
φ
T )
)
> 0, then ρt+1(v
φ
T ) ≤ ρt+1(v
ψ
T ) − ǫ1. Combining this
inequality, the monotonicity, the translation invariance and the recursiveness of the risk measure
yields
ρt(v
φ
T ) = ρt(−ρt+1(v
φ
T )) ≤ ρt(−ρt+1(v
ψ
T ) + ǫ1)
= ρt(−ρt+1(v
ψ
T ))− ǫ1 = ρt(v
ψ
T )− ǫ1 < ρt(v
ψ
T ).
(3.3)
Together, (3.2) and (3.3) contradict to (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 being a weak minimizer. Therefore, the
assumption cannot hold and D must be time consistent w.r.t. weak minimizers.
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Notice that throughout the proof of Theorem 3.3 only the properties of recursiveness, mono-
tonicity and translation invariance of the risk measure were used, but convexity was not needed.
Indeed, the convexity of the risk measure was only necessary for proving the convexity of the
vector optimization problem Dt(vt) in Lemma 2.9. Let us shortly consider the time consistent
dynamic version of the Value at Risk, see [7] for details, and let us denote it by VaR. It lacks
convexity, but has otherwise all the properties assumed. Naturally, if the risk is measured by
VaR, the mean-risk problems are not convex, but the proof of Theorem 3.3 works also in that
case. Thus, the mean-VaR problem is time consistent w.r.t. weak minimizers.
The trouble with weak efficiency is that a weakly efficient portfolio is not necessarily weakly
efficient in every node, see Remark 2.6. Since the investor is ultimately interested in the realized
path (nodes), this makes weak efficiency seem rather insufficient. One could in total analogy to
Definition 3.1 define time consistency w.r.t. minimizers, which would be the property desired
by the investor. Unfortunately this property does not hold for the mean-risk problem in general,
but a sufficient condition guaranteeing it is strict monotonicity of the risk measure, but this is
a rather strong assumption. However, in Section 5.1 a property stronger than time consistency
w.r.t. weak minimizers, but weaker than time consistency w.r.t. minimizers will be proven under
some additional assumptions (like coherence of the risk measure and shortselling constraints).
Then, for any chosen minimal mean-risk profile at time t = 0, there exists a trading strategy,
which stays efficient at all times. But even in the general setting we can obtain a result that
guarantees at least weak efficiency in every node. This will be provided in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 be a minimizer of Dt(vt). Then for any time u > t the strategy
(ψs)s=u,...,T−1 is a weak minimizer of Du(S
T
uψu−1)(ωu) in every node ωu ∈ Ωu.
Proof. Let (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 be a minimizer of Dt(vt) and let u > t. Assume by contradiction that
there exists ω¯u ∈ Ωu such that (ψs)s=u,...,T−1 is not a weak minimizer of Du(S
T
uψu−1)(ω¯u). Then
there exists some feasible (φs)s=u,...,T−1 ∈ Ψu(S
T
uψu−1) such that
Γu(VT (φ))(ω¯u) ∈ Γu(VT (ψ))(ω¯u)− intR
2
+. (3.4)
Defining φs := ψs for t ≤ s < u and φ¯s = Iω¯uφs + IΩ\ω¯uψs for s ≥ t, two trading strategies
(φs)s=t,...,T−1 and (φ¯s)s=t,...,T−1 are obtained. They are both feasible for problem Dt(vt) by
Lemma 3.2 and conditional convexity of the feasible set Ψt(vt) (see Lemma 2.9), respectively.
By (3.4) it holds Γu(VT (φ¯)) ≤ Γu(VT (ψ)) and P
(
−Eu(v
φ¯
t ) < −Eu(v
ψ
t )
)
> 0. By monotonicity
and a repeated application of recursiveness one obtains
Γt(VT (φ¯)) = Γt
(
−Γu(VT (φ¯))
)
≤ Γt (−Γu(VT (ψ))) = Γt(VT (ψ)).
By strict monotonicity of the expectation one obtains
P
(
−Et(v
φ¯
t ) < −Et(v
ψ
t )
)
> 0.
Together this is a contradiction to (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 being a minimizer of Dt(vt).
4 Recursiveness and a set-valued Bellman’s principle
In scalar dynamic programming time consistency is closely related to the famous Bellman’s
principle, which provides a recursive relation for the so-called value function of the problem.
In the scalar setting the value function simply maps the state (in our case the wealth) to the
infimum of the values the objective can attain. In this work a dynamic problem is studied, which
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has already been demonstrated to be time consistent. It is then natural to wonder whether the
Bellman’s principle holds for the mean-risk problem. However, to answer this a different question
arises - how would a Bellman’s principle look like for a mean-risk problem with vector-valued
objective? And what would be the value function for this VOP? In this section we will answer
these questions.
4.1 The value function of the mean-risk vector optimization
problem
Naturally, the value function should be an infimum as in the scalar case. However, the infimum
in the classical sense of the vector ordering has some well-known drawbacks - it is often an
”utopia point”, it provides us with little information about the problem, and for some partially
ordered vector spaces it might not even exist. These were also the reasons why recently the set
optimization approach was used for defining a new solution concept for VOPs that is based in
total analogy to the scalar case on infimum attainment and minimality, see e.g. [18]. This suggest
that a different candidate also for the value function is needed. It turns out that the infimum
appearing in the set optimization approach to VOP, see [13], provides a perfect candidate for a
value function, and it has already been introduced here - the upper image.
Why is the upper image an infimum? In the set optimization approach to VOP one considers
a ”setified” objective function
Gt(VT (ψ)) := Γt(VT (ψ)) + Lt(R
2
+).
This is a set-valued function mapping into the space of closed upper sets F := F
(
Lt(R
2), Lt(R
2
+)
)
={
A ⊆ Lt(R
2) | cl(A + Lt(R
2
+)) = A
}
. The space F is a conlinear space (see [13]) with partial
ordering ⊇. The pair (F,⊇) is a complete lattice, and the infimum of a subset A ⊆ F is given by
inf
(F,⊇)
A = cl
⋃
A∈A
A.
Details on the theory of set optimization can be found in [13]. By replacing the vector-valued
objective function Γt in the mean-risk problem Dt(vt) by the set-valued objective function Gt, a
set-valued mean-risk problem
min Gt(VT (ψ)) w.r.t. ⊇
s.t. ψ ∈ Ψt(vt)
is obtained. This set-valued problem is closely related to the original vector-valued problem
since both have the same feasible points and the same minimizers, see Chapter 7.1 in [13]. The
infimum of the mean-risk problem in (F,⊇) turns out to be the upper image as
inf
ψ∈Ψt(vt)
Gt(VT (ψ)) = cl
⋃
ψ∈Ψt(vt)
(
Γt(VT (ψ)) + Lt(R
2
+)
)
= cl
(
Γt (Ψt(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+)
)
= Pt(vt).
4.2 A set-valued Bellman’s principle
Since the upper image corresponds to the infimum of the VOP in the set-valued sense, it is
a suitable candidate for a value function. The Bellman’s principle for the mean-risk problem
should then be a recursive relation expressing the upper image of the problem Dt(vt) via the
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upper images of the mean-risk problems at time t+1. The following theorem is the main result
of this section and will provide the recursiveness of the value function, i.e. the upper image, and
thus establishes a Bellman’s equation for the mean-risk problem.
Theorem 4.1. The upper images of the mean-risk problems Dt(vt) have a recursive form
Pt (vt) = cl
{(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
) ∣∣∣ STt ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt,
(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)}
. (4.1)
Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix.
Related to representation (4.1) is a one-time-step optimization problem
min
ψt,(x1,x2)
(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
)
w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. STt ψt = vt,
ψt ∈ Φt,(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
.
(D˜t(vt))
For the problem to be well-defined for all times, including the pre-terminal time T − 1, we define
the set PT (vT ), which depends on the FT -measurable input vT as
PT (vT ) :=
{(
−vT
−vT
)}
+ LT (R
2
+). (4.2)
We will prove the following two properties of this one-time-step optimization problem D˜t(vt),
which will justify why relation (4.1) can be called a Bellman’s equation for the mean-risk problem.
Lemma 4.2. The upper image P˜t (vt) of problem D˜t(vt) coincides with the upper image of the
original mean-risk problem Dt(vt), that is
P˜t (vt) = Pt (vt) . (4.3)
Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix, Section A.1.
Lemma 4.3. Problem D˜t(vt) is a convex vector optimization problem.
Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix, Section A.3.
These two properties ensure, that a series of one-time-step convex vector optimization prob-
lems D˜t(vt) can be solved backwards in time in order to solve the original dynamic mean-risk
problem Dt(vt) with upper image Pt (vt). This is in total analogy to the scalar dynamic program-
ming principle, where a complicated dynamic problem can be chopped into smaller one-time-step
problems that are then solved backwards in time. The only difference here is, that instead of a
scalar optimization problem, a convex VOP is solved at each point in time. Algorithms to solve
convex VOPs like [19] (or [14, 18, 25] in the linear case) can be used, which compute a solution
to the VOP in the sense of [18,19], but they also compute the upper image, which will then be
used as an input for the constraints of the optimization problem at the next earlier time point.
Lastly, we provide an interpretation of (4.1) as a recursive infimum which is in total analogy
to the scalar case (1.2). By Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, relation (4.1) can be rewritten as
Pt (vt) = cl
⋃
STt ψt=vt,ψt∈Φt,
x∈Pt+1(STt+1ψt)
Γt(−x).
(4.4)
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Now define
Γt(−Pt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)) := cl
⋃
x∈Pt+1(STt+1ψt)
Γt(−x) = inf
x∈Pt+1(STt+1ψt)
Γt (−x) .
Then, ψt 7→ Γt(−Pt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)) is a set-valued function with values in the space F. And equa-
tion (4.4), and thus (4.1), can be rewritten as
Pt (vt) = inf
STt ψt=vt,
ψt∈Φt
Γt(−Pt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)). (4.5)
Thus, the value function at time t is a one step minimization problem of the mean-risk function
Γt, applied to the value function at time t+ 1. This provides an interpretation of (4.1) in total
analogy to the scalar case (1.2): instead of a conditional expectation the corresponding mean-risk
function Γt is applied to the value function one time ahead, and the infimum over all possible
controls ψt is taken. This supports our interpretation of (4.1) as a Bellman’s principle.
Computational implementations and challenges will be discussed in the next section. Further-
more, we will see in Subsection 5.3 how the upper images Pt (vt) of D˜t(vt) computed backwards
in time can be used to compute an optimal trading strategy of the original dynamic mean risk
problem Dt(vt) forward in time on the realized path.
5 Implementing the backward recursion
In the previous section the recursive relation (4.1) representing a set-valued Bellman’s principle
for the mean-risk problem was derived. The next natural step is to use (4.1) and the correspond-
ing recursive vector optimization problem D˜t(vt) to solve the mean-risk problem backwards in
time. In this section we discuss some related challenges.
In theory the recursive problem D˜t(vt) provides a way to solve the mean-risk problem via
backward recursion. However, an application of it in practice is in general not straightforward
for the following reason. To solve problem D˜t(vt), the time t+ 1 upper image Pt+1 needs to be
available for any wealth vt+1 = S
T
t+1ψt. In general there could be infinitely many values vt+1, so
infinitely many problems D˜t+1 would be needed to be solved. In the scalar case, this does not
pose a problem as long as the recursive problem can be solved analytically. Then the solution
can be given as a function of the wealth. However, for a VOP an analytic solution is out of reach
in general. However, in certain special cases, this problem can be addressed in an easy manner
also for VOPs.
For example, the issue would disappear if it was possible to scale the upper images and thus
the efficient frontiers for different wealths. This is possible if the risk measure can be scaled. i.e.,
if the risk measure is coherent. The mean-risk with this additional assumption is studied in this
section.
5.1 The case of a coherent risk measure
The following Lemma provides desirable scaling properties of the mean-risk problem with coher-
ent risk measure. To scale feasible trading strategies, the sets Φs need to be cones.
Lemma 5.1. Aside from Assumption 2.3 let the risk measure (ρt)t=0,1,...,T of the investor be
coherent, and let each constraint set Φs for s = 0, . . . , T − 1 be a cone. Then for any time
t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} and any vt > 0 the following holds:
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1. (Weakly) efficient strategies and (weak) minimizers scale, that is: If the portfolio generated
by a strategy (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is time t (weakly) efficient for initial wealth 1 at time t, then
(vt · ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is time t (weakly) efficient for initial wealth vt at time t.
2. The upper image scales, that is
Pt(vt) = vt · Pt(1).
3. (Weak) minimizers of the one-time-step problem scale, that is: If (ψt, x) is a (weak) mini-
mizer of D˜t(1), then (vt · ψt, vt · x) is a (weak) minimizer of D˜t(vt).
Proof. We begin with the first assertion. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.1, the feasible set
for an investment 1 can be scaled into a feasible set for any investment vt > 0, that is
Ψt(vt) = vt ·Ψt(1).
From the coherency of the risk measure and linearity of the terminal wealth, the conditional
positive homogeneity of the vector-valued objective Γt(VT (·)) follows. As a result the image of
the feasible set of problem Dt(vt) can also be scaled for any vt > 0, i.e.,
Γt (Ψt(vt)) = vt · Γt (Ψt(1)) .
Thus, it holds(
Γt(VT (vt · ψ)) − Lt(R
2
+)\{0}
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(vt)) = vt ·
((
Γt(VT (ψ)) − Lt(R
2
+)\{0}
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(1))
)
,
respectively(
Γt(VT (vt · ψ)) − intLt(R
2
+)
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(vt)) = vt ·
((
Γt(VT (ψ)) − intLt(R
2
+)
)
∩ Γt (Ψt(1))
)
.
Therefore (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is a (weak) minimizer of Dt(1) if, and only if (vt ·ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is a (weak)
minimizer of Dt(vt).
To prove the second assertion of the lemma, observe that
Pt(vt) = cl
(
Γt (Ψt(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+)
)
= cl vt ·
(
Γt (Ψt(1)) + Lt(R
2
+)
)
= vt · Pt(1).
The feasible set of the one-time-step problem scales, i.e., Ψ˜t(vt) = vt · Ψ˜t(1), since the upper
images Pt+1(·) scale. The third assertion follows by arguments parallel to the first one.
Observe that the same scaling principle appears in the standard Markowitz problem. There
it is a consequence of a positive homogeneity of the standard deviation as well, which is used to
measure the risk.
A corresponding version of the Lemma 5.1 could be proven for negative wealth vt < 0 and −1.
For a general Ft-measurable investment vt, the regularity property would enable to scale the
strategies and upper image individually in each node. This would, however, complicate the
implementation of the problem as the future value of the portfolio depends on the position that
is taken, which is a variable of the problem.
Here we concentrate on a particular case of conical sets Φs, the short-selling constraints.
These not only simplify the implementation of the problem, but also lead to additional properties
studied below. Assumption 5.2 lists all the assumtptions, which will from now on be added to
the setting of Assumption 2.3.
Assumption 5.2.
1. The risk measure (ρt)t=0,1,...,T of the investor is coherent.
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2. Short-selling constraints ψs ≥ 0 for s = 0, . . . , T − 1 are imposed.
3. The prices are positive, i.e., Ss > 0 for s = 0, . . . , T , and the investor starts with a positive
wealth v0 > 0.
A direct consequence of Assumption 5.2 is a positive value of the portfolio vt > 0 at all times
t. Then the scaling property of upper image from Lemma 5.1 can be directly used within the
recursive problem D˜t(vt), which is equivalent to
min
ψt,x
(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
)
w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. STt ψt = vt,
ψt ≥ 0,(
x1
x2
)
∈
(
STt+1ψt
)
· Pt+1 (1) .
(5.1)
In this formulation it suffices to solve at each time t only one problem, D˜t(1). Solutions and
upper images for any other wealth can be recovered from it via scaling. This enables us to
formulate Algorithm 1, which computes the upper image P0(v0) via a finite number of recursive
VOPs. In practice it might be advantageous to solve the node-wise problems D˜t(1)(ωt) instead.
Their upper images can be combined into the upper image of the joint problem, see Remark A.4.
Algorithm 1 Computation of P0(v0)
1:
Inputs: A financial market satisfying Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2
initial wealth v0 > 0.
2: PT (1) := −1+ LT (R
2
+)
3: for t = T − 1, . . . , 0 do
4: Use Pt+1(1) to solve problem D˜t(1), obtain upper image Pt(1)
5: end for
6: Scale the upper image, P0(v0) = v0 · P0(1)
7: Output: P0(v0) and a sequence of upper images PT−1(1), . . . ,P0(1)
In the general setting it is known, see Lemma 2.8, that every efficient portfolio is a minimizers
of the mean-risk problem, and therefore corresponds to a minimal point of the upper image. To
obtain a one-to-one relation between the efficient frontier and the upper image, which is an
output of the algorithms solving VOPs, one needs also the other direction. This is provided in
the following lemma. It proves that under Assumption 5.2 every minimal point of the upper
image corresponds to a minimizer of the problem, i.e. an efficient portfolio.
Lemma 5.3. Under Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2 the mean-risk problem Dt(vt) is bounded and all
minimal points of the upper image Pt(vt) correspond to efficient portfolios.
Proof. Because of the finiteness of the probability space, there exists an upper bound on the
total returns of the assets, define R¯ := max
i=1,...,d
max
s=0,...,T−1
max
ω∈Ω
Ss+1,i(ω)
Ss,i(ω)
< ∞. Given an available
wealth vs > 0 at time s, the short-selling restriction and positive prices imply R¯vs ≥ vs+1 ≥ 0.
The same idea applied recursively implies for all feasible trading strategies of Dt(vt)
R¯T−tvt ≥ vT ≥ 0. (5.2)
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Inequality (5.2) leads to bounds 0 ≥ ρt(vT ) ≥ −R¯
T−tvt, and 0 ≥ −E(vT ) ≥ −R¯
T−tvt on the
objectives. The problem is bounded as Pt(vt) ⊆ −R¯
T−tvt1+ Lt(R
2
+).
The second part of the claim follows from Theorem 2.40 in [18], a vectorial version of the
Weierstrass theorem. The compactness of the feasible set and the continuity of the objective are
sufficient to satisfy the assumptions of that theorem. As discussed in Remark 2.7, the variable
space and objective space of the mean-risk problem Dt(vt) can be seen as the Euclidian spaces
of appropriate dimensions, therefore it remains to prove boundedness of Ψt(vt), as it is closed
(see Remark 2.7). Through the same recursion as for the value, one obtains also STs ψs ≤ R¯
s−tvt
for any time s ∈ [t, T − 1]. The position in any individual asset i can then be bounded by
ψs,i ≤ R¯
s−t vt
Ss,i
. Since the market is modeled on a finite probability space, there exists a strictly
positive lower bound on the prices and position ψs,i can be bounded by a finite constant for any
time and any asset. Set Ψt(vt) is bounded.
Theorem 2.40 of [18] implies the existence of a solution (in a sense of set optimization)
to the mean-risk problem. As a consequence, the set Γt (Ψt(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+) is closed (see Sec-
tions 2.4 and 2.5 of [18]), and therefore every minimal point of the upper image belongs to the
set Γt (Ψt(vt)) and corresponds to some efficient portfolio.
Remark 5.4. Since the problems Dt(vt) and D˜t(vt) share the same upper image, the results
of Lemma 5.3 apply to the recursive problem D˜t(vt) as well. Consider a minimal element
(mean-risk profile) xt ∈ Pt(vt) and a corresponding efficient portfolio (ψs)s=t,...,T−1. The pair
(ψt,Γt+1(VT (ψ))) is then a minimizer of D˜t(vt) that maps to xt.
5.2 Existence of an efficient portfolio
In this section, the existence of a portfolio that is efficient at each time point is proven. It will
be shown that for every minimal point (efficient mean-risk profile) x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) such a portfolio
exists. This strengthen the results on time consistency from Section 3 and allows us to provide
the investor with a desired trading strategy - one which stays efficient as the time passes. An
efficient method of computing this strategy is proposed in the next subsection.
To understand the issue at hand: So far we know that the family of mean-risk problems D
is time consistent w.r.t. weak minimizers (see Theorem 3.3). That means if (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is
a weak minimizer of Dt(vt), then the truncated strategy (ψs)s=t+1,...,T−1 is a weak minimizer
of Dt+1(S
T
t+1ψt). If one does not assume the risk measure to be strict monotone, one cannot
expect, even when starting with a minimizer, that the truncated strategy stays a minimizer at
subsequent times (it might just be a weak minimizer in a node-wise sense, see Lemma 3.4).
However, even though the risk measure is not strict monotone in general, the expectation is.
This, together with Assumption 5.2 will give us something that is stronger than time consistent
w.r.t. weak minimizers, but weaker than time consistent w.r.t. minimizers. We will show in
Lemma 5.6 below, that for every minimal point x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) there exists a trading strategy that
is a minimizer and stays a minimizer for all time points (which is good enough for an investor,
but different from the notion of time consistent w.r.t. minimizers, which would mean that all
trading strategies that are minimizers stay minimizers).
We will start with the following observation, which can be understood as a version of
Lemma 3.4 for the one-time-step problem.
Lemma 5.5. Under Assumption 2.3 if (ψt, xt+1) is a minimizer of D˜t(vt), then the random
vector xt+1 is in any node ωt+1 ∈ Ωt+1 an element minimal in the expectation component of the
corresponding upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
(ωt+1), that is
(xt+1(ωt+1)− R++ × R+) ∩ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
(ωt+1) = ∅.
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This also implies that xt+1(ωt+1) is a weakly minimal element of Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
(ωt+1) for every
ωt+1 ∈ Ωt+1 and that the random vector xt+1 is a weakly minimal element of Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists ω¯t+1 ∈ Ωt+1 such that (xt+1(ω¯t+1)− R++ × R+)∩
Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
(ωt+1) 6= ∅ and denote y(ω¯t+1) an element from this intersection. Define y(ωt+1) :=
xt+1(ωt+1) for ωt+1 6= ω¯t+1. Then y ∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
and the pair (ψt, y) is feasible for prob-
lem D˜t(vt). By strict monotonicity of the conditional expectation and monotonicity of the risk
measure it follows that Γt(−y) ≤ Γt(−xt+1) and Γt(−y) 6= Γt(−xt+1), which contradicts the
assumption that (ψt, xt+1) is a minimizer.
Now we describe a method for iteratively obtaining minimizers corresponding to a chosen
minimal point x∗0 = (x
∗
0,1, x
∗
0,2) ∈ P0(v0). In the first step some minimizer (ψ
∗
0 , x
∗
1) of problem
D˜0(v0) with objective value x
∗
0 can be obtained by solving problem
min
ψ0,x1
ρ0 (−x1,2)
s.t. ST0 ψ0 = v0,
ψ0 ≥ 0,(
x1,1
x1,2
)
∈ (ST1 ψ0) · P1 (1) ,
− E0 (−x1,1) ≤ x
∗
0,1.
(I0(v0, x
∗
0))
After taking the position ψ∗0 at t = 0, the investor’s portfolio has value v
∗
1 = S
T
1 ψ
∗
0 at t = 1. As
it has been discussed before, the random vector x∗1 is not necessarily a minimal (only a weakly
minimal) element of the upper image P1(v
∗
1), and therefore does not necessarily correspond to
an efficient portfolio. The aim in the next step then is to find a minimizer of problem D˜1(v
∗
1)
leading to an objective value that is at least as good as x∗1.
In general, given a wealth v∗t at time t and a recursively obtained mean-risk profile x
∗
t , an
appropriate minimizer (ψ∗t , x
∗
t+1) can be found by solving for each node ωt ∈ Ωt the following
convex scalar optimization problem
min
ψt(ωt),xt+1(ωt)
ρt (−xt+1,2 | ωt)
s.t. STt (ωt)ψt(ωt) = vt(ωt),
ψt(ωt) ≥ 0,(
xt+1,1(ωt+1)
xt+1,2(ωt+1)
)
∈
(
STt+1(ωt+1)ψt(ωt)
)
· Pt+1 (1) (ωt+1),
∀ωt+1 ∈ succ(ωt),
− Et (−xt+1,1 | ωt) ≤ x
∗
t,1(ωt),
(It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt))
where we denote for any atom ωt ∈ Ωt the set of its successor nodes by
succ(ωt) := {ωt+1 ∈ Ωt+1 : ωt+1 ⊆ ωt}.
As the risk measure and the expectation are regular, only position ψt(ωt) and the part of the
random vector xt+1(ωt) relevant for node ωt are variables of problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt). Here, xt+1(ωt)
denotes a random vector defined for ωt+1 ∈ succ (ωt).
Let us now prove the correctness of this approach, which proves the claim of this section -
the existence of a trading strategy (ψ∗s)s=0,...,T−1 with initial mean-risk profile x
∗
0, such that the
truncated strategy (ψ∗s)s=t,...,T−1 is efficient at any time t.
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Lemma 5.6. Let Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2 be satisfied, and assume some minimal element
x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) was chosen. Assume that the problems It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) for t = 0, . . . T − 1 and all
ωt ∈ Ωt are iteratively solved, where the input for the time t problem is given by a solution
(ψ∗t−1, x
∗
t ) of the time t− 1 problem by setting the wealth to be v
∗
t = S
T
t ψ
∗
t−1 with v
∗
0 = v0.
1. Then, for all t = 0, . . . T − 1 and ωt ∈ Ωt, there exists an optimal solution to prob-
lem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) and any optimal solution (ψ
∗
t (ωt), x
∗
t+1(ωt)) is a minimizer of D˜t(v
∗
t )(ωt).
2. The trading strategy (ψ∗s )s=0,...,T−1 obtained by this method is an efficient portfolio at time
0 for wealth v0. Furthermore, the truncated strategy (ψ
∗
s)s=t,...,T−1 is an efficient portfolio
for any time t = 1, . . . T − 1 for the corresponding wealth v∗t = S
T
t ψ
∗
t−1.
Proof.
1. The claim will be proven iteratively starting with time 0. By Remark 5.4, to a minimal
element x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) corresponds some minimizer (ψ0, x1) of problem D˜0(v0) with objective
value Γ0(−x1) = x
∗
0. One easily sees that (ψ0, x1) is feasible also for problem I0(v0, x
∗
0).
Assume that (ψ0, x1) is not an optimal solution of I0(v0, x
∗
0), then there exists a feasible
(φ0, y1) with ρ0(−y1,2) < ρ0(−x1,2). Since (φ0, y1) would be feasible also for problem
D˜0(v0), this would contradict minimality of x
∗
0. Therefore, an optimal solution to I0(v0, x
∗
0)
exists. The fact that any optimal solution (ψ∗0 , x
∗
1) of I0(v0, x
∗
0) is also a minimizer of D˜0(v0)
with Γ0(−x
∗
1) = x
∗
0 follows by the same argument from minimality of x
∗
0.
Let the result hold for all s < t. As the pair (ψ∗t−1, x
∗
t ) is a minimizer at time t−1, Lemma 5.5
implies that at every node ωt ∈ Ωt is the vector x
∗
t (ωt) minimal in the expectation com-
ponent and a weakly minimal element of Pt(v
∗
t )(ωt). Since the upper image Pt(v
∗
t )(ωt) is
closed, there exists a minimal element z∗t (ωt) ∈ Pt(v
∗
t )(ωt) such that z
∗
t (ωt) ≤ x
∗
t (ωt). From
the minimality of x∗t (ωt) in the expectation component it follows that z
∗
t,1(ωt) = x
∗
t,1(ωt).
By Remark 5.4, to the minimal element z∗t (ωt) ∈ Pt(v
∗
t )(ωt) corresponds some minimizer
(ψt(ωt), xt+1(ωt)) of problem D˜t(v
∗
t )(ωt). By the same arguments as for time 0 one can show
that (ψt(ωt), xt+1(ωt)) is feasible and an optimal solution of It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt), as well as that
for any optimal solution (ψ∗t (ωt), x
∗
t+1(ωt)) of It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) it holds Γt(−x
∗
t+1)(ωt) = z
∗
t (ωt).
Note that only x∗t,1(ωt) = z
∗
t,1(ωt), but not x
∗
t,2(ωt) is an input of problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt).
Therefore, any optimal solution of It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) is a minimizer of D˜t(v
∗
t )(ωt). Since mini-
mizers of the node-wise problems combine into minimizers of the joint problem thanks to
the regularity property, (ψ∗t , x
∗
t+1) is a minimizer of D˜t(v
∗
t ).
2. Let a sequence (ψ∗0 , x
∗
1), . . . , (ψ
∗
T−1, x
∗
T ) of minimizers of the recursive problems {D˜t(v
∗
t )}t=0,...,T−1
be given by the above method, where the corresponding wealths are given by v∗t = S
T
t ψ
∗
t−1
for t > 0. From the first part of this proof it follows that at any time t = 0, . . . , T − 1 it
holds
Γt(−x
∗
t+1) ≤ x
∗
t , (5.3)
and each Γt(−x
∗
t+1) is minimal in its corresponding upper image. Now we follow a backward
recursion to show that (ψ∗s)s=t,...,T−1 is an efficient portfolio for wealth v
∗
t for each time
t = T − 1, . . . , 0. Consider time T − 1. We want to show that the truncated strategy ψ∗T−1
is efficient at time T − 1 for wealth v∗T−1. Recall, that the terminal wealth function VT was
defined in (2.2) by
VT (ψ
∗) =
(
v∗T
v∗T
)
=
(
STTψ
∗
T−1
STTψ
∗
T−1.
)
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From (4.2) it follows that x∗T ≥ −VT (ψ
∗), and therefore by monotonicity and (5.3) one
obtains
ΓT−1(VT (ψ
∗)) ≤ ΓT−1(−x
∗
T ) ≤ x
∗
T−1. (5.4)
Since ΓT−1(−x
∗
T ) is minimal, also ΓT−1(VT (ψ
∗)) is minimal and the portfolio ψ∗T−1 is effi-
cient at time T − 1 for wealth v∗T−1.
We will now show that if Γt+1(VT (ψ
∗)) ≤ Γt+1(−x
∗
t+2) ≤ x
∗
t+1 holds at time t+1, then the
corresponding inequality, that is, Γt(VT (ψ
∗)) ≤ Γt(−x
∗
t+1) ≤ x
∗
t , holds also at time t. The
validity of the inequality at time T−1 was established in (5.4). This will then imply the time
t efficiency of (ψ∗s)s=t,...,T−1 for wealth v
∗
t . Thus, let us assume that Γt+1(VT (ψ
∗)) ≤ x∗t+1
holds. Then, by monotonicity and recursiveness of Γt and (5.3) it follows that
Γt (VT (ψ
∗)) = Γt (−Γt+1 (VT (ψ
∗))) ≤ Γt(−x
∗
t+1) ≤ x
∗
t .
Since Γt(−x
∗
t+1) is minimal, the portfolio (ψ
∗
s )s=t,...,T−1 is time t efficient for wealth v
∗
t .
5.3 Computation of the trading strategy
Let us now return to the motivation behind this work - the portfolio selection problem of the
investor. Ultimately the investor is not only interested in knowing the upper image and the
efficient frontiers, but also in finding a trading strategy she needs to follow once she selected an
efficient portfolio.
Assume the problems D˜T−1(1), . . . , D˜0(1), or their node-wise counterparts, were solved via
Algorithm 1 and the investor selected a desired minimal element x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) representing an
efficient mean-risk profile. One could directly utilize the method outlined in Section 5.2 to
compute an efficient portfolio (ψ∗s )s=0,...,T−1. However, not only would this be computationally
expensive, the investor does not need all this information. Ultimately the investor only needs to
know what positions she needs to take in nodes which realize. Algorithm 2 provides a method
for computing the portfolio positions along a realized path. Since the sequence of realized nodes
is made available only as the time passes, the algorithm needs to be applied in real time.
Algorithm 2 Computing an efficient strategy
1:
A financial market satisfying Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2,
sequence of upper images PT−1(1), . . . ,P0(1) from Alg. 1,
Inputs: initial wealth v0 > 0,
a minimal mean-risk profile x∗0 ∈ P0(v0),
a realized path ω0, ω1, . . . , ωT−1.
2: At time t = 0 solve problem I0(v0, x
∗
0) obtaining ψ
∗
0 and x
∗
1
3: for t = 1, . . . , T − 1 do
4: Update wealth v∗t (ωt) = S
T
t (ωt)ψ
∗
t−1(ωt−1)
5: Solve problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) obtaining ψ
∗
t (ωt) and x
∗
t+1(ωt)
6: end for
7: Output: a sequence of positions ψ∗0, ψ
∗
1(ω1), . . . , ψ
∗
T−1(ωT−1), which represent an efficient portfolio
for x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) along the realized path
Algorithm 2 can be improved if a polyhedral representation of the upper images is available.
Then, all constraints of problem (5.1) can be formulated as linear (in)equalities. It will be shown
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below, that in this case each convex optimization problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) can be replaced by few
arithmetic operations.
Algorithms such as [14, 18, 25] provide for a VOP a polyhedral representation of its upper
image as well as a solution - i.e. feasible vectors mapping onto vertices and extreme directions
of the upper image. For problem D˜t(1)(ωt) we introduce the following notation: Let A(t, ωt)
denote the matrix of vertices of the upper image Pt(1)(ωt), where each column represents one
vertex. Let B(t, ωt) represent the matrix of solutions. Without loss of generality we assume
that the vertices are ordered increasingly by their first component, the negative expectation.
The solutions are ordered correspondingly, i.e., column Bi(t, ωt) is a solution corresponding to
vertex Ai(t, ωt). Since the problem D˜t(1)(ωt) is bounded (see Lemma 5.3), all minimal points of
Pt(1)(ωt) are convex combinations of its (adjacent) vertices. The next lemma describes how a
solution of D˜t(1)(ωt) can be used to find an optimal solution of problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt).
Lemma 5.7. Let Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2 be satisfied and fix some time t and node ωt ∈
Ωt. Let the positive wealth v
∗
t (ωt) be given and a point x
∗
t (ωt) be minimal in the expectation
component of the polyhedral upper image Pt(v
∗
t )(ωt). An optimal solution (ψ
∗
t (ωt), x
∗
t+1(ωt)) of
problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt) can be obtained from a solution B(t, ωt) of D˜t(1)(ωt) and the vertices
A(t, ωt) of its upper image by setting
(ψ∗t (ωt), x
∗
t+1(ωt))
T = v∗t (ωt) · (wBi(t, ωt) + (1− w)Bi+1(t, ωt)) ,
where
i := max
{
j : A1,j(t, ωt) ≤
x∗t,1(ωt)
v∗t (ωt)
}
and w :=
x∗t,1(ωt)
v∗t (ωt)
−A1,i+1(t, ωt)
A1,i(t, ωt)−A1,i+1(t, ωt)
.
Proof. Since upper image is closed there exists a minimal point z∗t (ωt) ≤ x
∗
t (ωt) with z
∗
t,1(ωt) =
x∗t,1(ωt). In the considered setting the upper image scales (see Lemma 5.1), therefore
z∗t (ωt)
v∗t (ωt)
is a
minimal element of Pt(1)(ωt). As the vertices in A(t, ωt) are assumed to be ordered, a convex
combination uAj(t, ωt) + (1 − u)Aj+1(t, ωt) leads to a minimal point for any j and u ∈ [0, 1].
As the objective function is convex, corresponding convex combination of solutions uBj + (1 −
u)Bj+1(t, ωt) is a minimizer mapping to this minimal point.
For the above choice of index i and weight w one obtains the minimal point
z∗t (ωt)
v∗t (ωt)
. By
Lemma 5.1 minimizers of the one-time-step problem scale, so the combination v∗t (ωt)·
(
wBi(t, ωt)+
(1−w)Bi+1(t, ωt)
)
is a feasible point mapping onto z∗t (ωt) and therefore the desired optimal so-
lution of It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt).
This result is used to modify Algorithm 2. Algorithm 3 replaces the step of finding a solution
of the convex optimization problem with the arithmetic operations of Lemma 5.7, making the
procedure computationally easier. A drawback is that it is then necessary to store the solutions
of all problems D˜t(1)(ωt).
The Algorithms presented here require an efficient mean-risk profile x∗0 as an input, but no
restriction is placed on how the investor selects it. At least three possibilities suggest themselves
- the investor can specify (a) the desired value of the risk measure (risk budget), (b) the desired
expected terminal value, or (c) her (initial) risk aversion. Each of these options correspond to
one approach to scalarize the mean-risk problem, and in each case the corresponding minimal
element of the upper image can be easily found.
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Algorithm 3 Computing an efficient strategy (polyhedral case)
1:
A financial market satisfying Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2,
vertices A(t, ωt) of Pt(1)(ωt) and solutions B(t, ωt) of D˜t(1)(ωt),
Inputs: initial wealth v0 > 0,
a minimal mean-risk profile x∗0 ∈ P0(v0),
a realized path ω0, ω1, . . . , ωT−1.
2: for t = 0, . . . , T − 1 do
3: Update wealth v∗t (ωt) = S
T
t (ωt)ψ
∗
t−1(ωt−1) if t 6= 0, otherwise v
∗
0 = v0
4: Set i := max
{
j : A1,j(t, ωt) ≤
x∗t,1(ωt)
v∗t (ωt)
}
5: Set w :=
x∗t,1(ωt)
v∗
t
(ωt)
−A1,i+1(t,ωt)
A1,i(t,ωt)−A1,i+1(t,ωt)
6: By setting (ψ∗t (ωt), x
∗
t+1(ωt))
T := v∗t (ωt) ·(wBi(t, ωt) + (1− w)Bi+1(t, ωt)) one obtains a solution
of problem It(v
∗
t , x
∗
t )(ωt)
7: end for
8: Output: a sequence of positions ψ∗0, ψ
∗
1(ω1), . . . , ψ
∗
T−1(ωT−1), which represent an efficient portfolio
for x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) along the realized path
5.4 Scalarization
In this subsection we consider the connection between minimizers of convex VOPs and weighted
sum scalarizations of those problems. This will lead to a connection between efficient portfolios
and investor’s risk aversion in our mean-risk setting and allows to relate our results to existing
result in the literature on mean-variance problems. We start by recalling some results on convex
VOPs and their scalarizations from [26]. Consider a convex vector optimization problem
min F (x) w.r.t. ≤C subject to x ∈ S, (C)
where S ⊆ Rm is a convex set, C ⊆ Rq is a non-trivial pointed convex ordering cone with non-
empty interior and F : Rm → Rq is a C-convex mapping. For a weight w ∈ Rq its weighted sum
scalarization is
min wTF (x) subject to x ∈ S. (Cw)
It is known that for every w ∈ C+\{0} an optimal solution of (Cw) is a weak minimizer of (C).
However the other direction does not hold in general and requires some additional assumptions.
Theorem 4.9 of [26] provides such a result, which we recall here.
Lemma 5.8 (Theorem 4.9 in [26]). Let the feasible set S be non-empty and closed and let (C)
be a bounded problem. Then, for every weak minimizer x¯ of (C) there exists w ∈ C+\{0} such
that x¯ is an optimal solution to (Cw).
Under Assumption 2.3, the mean-risk problem, as well as its node-wise counterpart, fall
into the framework of problem (C) and have a closed feasible sets, see Remarks 2.7, 2.10 and
Lemma 2.9. In the setting of Assumption 5.2 as considered in this section, the problems are
additionally bounded, see Lemma 5.3, and are therefore satisfying all requirements of Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.9. Under Assumptions 2.3 and 5.2, every portfolio (ψs)s=0,...,T−1 that is efficient at
time 0 for wealth v0, corresponds to a sequence of weights w0 . . . , wT−1 such that
• wt ∈ Lt(R
2
+)\{0} and wt(ωt) ∈ R
2
+\{0} for any time t and any node ωt ∈ Ωt,
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• the portfolio (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is an optimal solution of a weighted sum scalarization of problem
Dt(S
T
t ψt−1)(ωt) with weight wt(ωt).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, the portfolio (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is at least a weak minimizer of Dt(S
T
t ψt−1)(ωt)
at each time t in each node ωt ∈ Ωt. Then by Lemma 5.8 there exists a weight wt(ωt) ∈
R
2
+\{0} such that (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 is an optimal solution of a wt(ωt)-scalarized mean-risk problem.
This yields a stochastic sequence of weights w0, w1 . . . , wT−1 corresponding to the given efficient
portfolio.
Since the weight wt(ωt) can be normalized, it can be interpreted as a risk aversion of the
investor. The sequence w0, . . . , wT−1 then represents a time-varying state-dependent risk aversion
of the investor. The given portfolio is then optimal at every time for an investor with this risk
aversion solving a scalar mean-risk problem.
We can relate this to the results of [6, 15], where it is shown that a scalar mean-variance
problem can be made time consistent by a correct choice of time-varying state-dependent risk
aversions. Here, we obtained a sequence of time-varying state-dependent weights (or risk aver-
sion), which make a portfolio efficient over time for the corresponding scalarized problem.
Note that this time-varying state-dependent risk aversion that exists for each chosen point
x∗0 ∈ P0(v0) on the initial frontier and that makes the scalarized problem time consistent in the
classical (scalar) sense has also an economic interpretation. At time t = 0 the investor makes a
choice about the expected return and the risk she is willing to take. As time passes the market
moves (either in her favor or not) and thus has an impact on the overall expectation and risk.
If e.g. the market is moving in the favor for the investor she is able to ’cash in’ already part of
her desired expected return and can now be more relaxed about it and still be consistent with
her initial choice. The same holds true for the risk she chose. Thus, an investor makes a choice
about her risk aversion only at time t = 0 and then the movement of the market determines her
residual risk aversion at any time t > 0 that is consistent with her initial choice and the part of
the expected return and the risk that is already realized up to time t. This interpretation is in
strong contrast to the classical view in the literature, where the investor chooses at each time
her risk aversion (typically the same risk aversion). From our point of view it is clear why this
classical approach leads to a time inconsistent problem in the scalar sense as her new decision
typically contradicts her decision made at earlier time points.
The advantage of our approach is, that one does not have to calculate this time-varying
state-dependent risk aversion a priori, it can rather be seen as an output of our approach, as it
implicitly, by Lemma 5.9, corresponds to the optimal trading strategy.
6 Examples
The results of Section 5 are now illustrated with two examples. The scalable setting of Assump-
tions 2.3 and 5.2 is, for convenience, combined with the additional assumption of independent
and identically distributed returns. One can easily verify that in that case the upper images
for a given time t are identical in each node, conditionally on the same wealth being available.
This makes the computations even more efficient as it suffices to solve at each time t only one
node-wise optimization problem for wealth vt = 1.
In both of the discussed examples the risk is assessed by the Conditional Value at Risk. The
dynamic Conditional Value at Risk is not a time consistent risk measure, however its recursive
version, which is utilized here, does have the property of time consistency, for details see [7].
Furthermore, its polyhedral character (see [11]) enables us to reformulate the one-time-step
problem D˜t(vt) as a linear vector optimization problem. Bensolve and Bensolve Tools were used
for the calculations, see [8, 20].
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Example 6.1. Firstly, a binomial market model is considered. Daily trading over a period of
ten years, leading to a model with T = 2500 time periods, is considered. The parameters of the
model were selected to obtain a 5% annual mean return of the stock and a 1% annual return of
the bond. The Conditional Value at Risk is used at level α = 1%. The upper image and the
efficient frontier at the beginning of the ten year period computed via Algorithm 1 for wealth
v0 = 100 are displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Upper image (gray) and efficient frontier (black) in the (ρ,E)-plane at time 0 for a binomial
market model with T = 2 500 periods (Example 6.1) for initial wealth v0 = 100. The selected
mean-risk profile is highlighted in green.
The obtained upper image is a polyhedron with 518 vertices. The efficient frontier contains
portfolios with expected terminal values ranging between 112.97 and 162.89 and risks between
−110.46 and −80.87, i.e. these values are not annualized. We compare the thus obtained effi-
cient frontier with two popular time inconsistent approaches, the myopic and the naive (equally
weighted). The myopic approach (see e.g. [21]) repeatedly considers the problem over a horizon
of one period. Because of the simplicity of the binomial model, the myopic problem leads to
corner solutions of either full investment in the stock or full investment in the bond, depending
on how the weight between the two objectives is chosen. Table 1 contains the expected terminal
values and the recursive Conditional Value at Risk computed for these three strategies over the
ten year period. Clearly, neither of them is efficient in the dynamic setting and two of them are
so far off the efficient frontier, that we did not depict them in Figure 1. The extreme values of
the risk measure are a consequence of the tendency of the CV aR to consider in the binomial
model the worst-case scenario only.
Stock Bond Equally
only only weighted
−E0(vT ) −162.89 −110.46 −134.14
CV aR1%,0(vT ) −0.09 −110.46 −3.15
Table 1: Mean-risk profiles of three time inconsistent strategies - full investment in the stock, full
investment in the bond and the naive one.
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Using Algorithm 3, a trading strategy can be computed for any selected efficient portfolio.
For illustration, a target of an expected terminal value of 160 was chosen, leading to an efficient
portfolio with risk of −104.27. This is highlighted on the frontier in the Figure 1 in green. The
trading strategy along one representative path and computed via Algorithm 3 is depicted in
Figure 2. The trading strategy is represented by the value of the portfolio over time (in orange)
and the percentage of this value invested in the risky asset, the stock (in blue). For comparison,
the negative of the value of the risk measure at initial time, −CV aR1%,0(vT ) = 104.27, discounted
at the risk-free rate, is plotted as well (brown dotted line). This allows us to observe the following
pattern in the trading strategy. As long as the value of the portfolio value is sufficiently high
the stock is strongly preferred. When the value of the portfolio is low and gets closer to the
discounted value of the risk measure, the strategy moves away from the stock towards the bond.
Additionally, the polyhedral nature and low dimensionality of the upper images enable to easily
compute the weights corresponding to the moving scalarization along the considered path. These
weights are also depicted in Figure 2 (dotted pale blue). In line with the intuition, when the
trading strategy is doing badly (i.e., the portfolio value is low and the exposure to the stock is
reduced), the weight placed on the risk is increased, and vice versa.
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Figure 2: Portfolio value (orange) and percentage of that value invested in stock (dark blue) along
a selected path in Example 6.1. Additionally, the moving scalarization (dotted pale blue) and the
value −CV aR1%,0(vT ) = 104.27, discounted at the risk-free rate, (dotted brown) are depicted. A
scalarization (1− λt, λt) is represented by 0 ≤ λt ≤ 1.
Example 6.2. Secondly, a market with multiple assets or asset classes is considered. The first
asset is a bond, for the remaining d = 7, the approach from [16] was used to generate correlated
returns. In such a setting, each node of the event tree has 2d = 128 successors. Monthly trading
over a one year period is used in the example. To compare the effect of the level of the Conditional
Value at Risk, the problem was solved for multiple values of α. Figure 3 depicts the obtained
efficient frontiers at the initial time for α = 1%, 2% and 5%.
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Figure 3: Upper images (gray) and efficient frontiers (black) in the (ρ,E)-plane at time 0 in a market
with multiple assets with T = 12 periods (Example 6.2) for initial wealth v0 = 100. The problems
were solved for different levels of α of the CV aR. The selected mean-risk profiles are highlighted in
green.
Since in this slightly more complex market model, different levels α of the Conditional Value
at Risk lead to different values of the risk measure, the efficient frontiers vary as α changes.
The shapes appear similar at different levels α of the risk measure, however the range of the
efficient values differs, as does the number of the vertices - the upper image is a polyhedron
with 156, 146 and 107 vertices for α = 1%, 2% and 5%, respectively. The effects can be observed
more drastically in the trading strategies corresponding to efficient portfolios. This time a desired
portfolio was selected by fixing the risk aversion (scalarization) λ0 of the investor and determining
an element of the frontier that is optimal for
min−(1− λ0)E0(vT ) + λ0CV aRα,0(vT ).
Optimal portfolios for λ0 = 0.5 were chosen and are highlighted on the frontiers in Figure 3.
The values of their mean-risk profiles are listed in Table 2 and the trading strategies obtained
via Algorithm 3 along one path are depicted in Figure 4.
α = 1% α = 2% α = 5%
−E0(vT ) −105.15 −105.14 −105.14
CV aRα,0(vT ) −99.85 −99.89 −99.94
Table 2: Mean-risk profiles of efficient portfolios highlighted in Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Trading strategies of the selected efficient portfolios along one path in models with α =
1%, 2% and 5% (Example 6.2). In dark blue is the bond.
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The most striking feature in Figure 4 is the tendency to forego diversification in the model
with α = 1%. This can be understood as a result of the high weight placed on the worst-
case scenario by the dynamic Conditional Value at Risk at this level. As a response, a single
asset, which itself has the lowest value of CV aR, is disproportionately selected. This behavior
is however strongly affected by the parameters of the market model used.
To compare the time consistent dynamic portfolios obtained by the method of this paper with
the time inconsistent alternatives, the case of α = 2% is considered. The myopically optimal
strategy was computed by repeatedly considering a problem over a horizon of one period for a
constant risk aversion λ = 0.5. Table 3 compares the mean-risk profiles of the dynamic portfolio
optimal for initial risk aversion λ0 = 0.5 using the approach presented in this paper, the (not
efficient) myopic strategy optimal for λ = 0.5, and the (not efficient) naive strategy dividing
the capital equally between all assets. It additionally provides profiles of two dynamic strategies
dominating the myopic and the naive strategy in the mean-risk sense. That is, Dynamic M
and Dynamic N denote time consistent efficient portfolios, where portfolio Dynamic M, resp.
Dynamic N provides the same expected terminal value as the myopic, resp. naive one, but has
a lower value of the recursive Conditional Value at Risk.
Dynamic Myopic Dynamic Equally Dynamic
λ0 = 0.5 λ = 0.5 M weighted N
−E0(vT ) −105.14 −105.17 −105.17 −104.51 −104.51
CV aR2%,0(vT ) −99.89 −98.87 −99.66 −97.86 −99.99
Table 3: Mean-risk profiles of the five trading strategies considered in Example 6.2.
Figure 5: Upper image for α = 2% with the five mean-risk profiles listed in Table 3.
While the myopic and the naive strategy have an advantage of an easy computation, Figure 5
and Table 3 show them to be inefficient.
Lastly, Figure 6 shows the upper image and the efficient frontier of the problem at each time
period. All of them are scaled to the corresponding value of the optimal dynamic portfolio along
the path depicted in Figure 4. In each step of Algorithm 3, the value of the mean-risk profile
of the computed portfolio is obtained. These are highlighted on the corresponding frontiers in
Figure 6 in green. Note that these are the optimal (efficient) values rather than the inputs
from the previous step of the algorithm, which might be only weakly minimal. Additionally the
moving scalarization discussed in Section 5.4 was computed and is included in Figure 6. When
the mean-risk profile is a vertice of the polyhedral upper image, the weight is not unique and
the obtained interval for λt is given.
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Figure 6: Upper images over time for risk measure at level α = 2%. Upper images are scaled to the
value of the portfolio optimal at initial risk aversion λ0 = 0.5 along the path depicted in Figure 4.
Intermediate mean-risk profiles of this portfolio are highlighted in the figures. The weights (1−λt, λt)
corresponding to the moving scalarization along the path are given via the value of λt.
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A Appendix: Proof of the results from Section 4.2
The aim of this section is to prove the main result, Theorem 4.1, which means to prove rela-
tion (4.1), which we restate here for the convenience of the reader:
Pt (vt) = cl
{(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
) ∣∣∣ STt ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt,
(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)}
. (4.1)
In relation (4.1), all feasible positions ψt the investor can hold at time t are considered, as well
as all elements of the time t + 1 upper image corresponding to those positions ψt. Onto those
elements of the time t + 1 upper image a mean-risk function Γt : LT (R
2) → Lt(R
2) is applied.
The function Γt has properties similar to a risk measure, which are used in the subsequent
proofs. We list them below together with a property of the upper image that will be needed
later. Since the ordering cones Lt(R
2
+), LT (R
2
+) correspond to the natural element-wise orderings
in the corresponding spaces, we denote, for convenience and readability, orders generated by
them with ≤ only.
Lemma A.1. The function Γt : LT (R
2) → Lt(R
2) has the following properties: for any X,Y ∈
LT (R
2), r ∈ Lt(R
2) and α ∈ Lt, the following holds
• Conditional translation invariance: Γt(X + r) = Γt(X) − r,
• Monotonicity: if X ≤ Y , then Γt(Y ) ≤ Γt(X),
• Conditional convexity: Γt(αX + (1− α)Y ) ≤ αΓt(X) + (1− α)Γt(Y ) for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
• Recursiveness: Γt(X) = Γt(−Γt+1(X)),
• Regularity: Γt(IAX) = IAΓt(X) for any A ∈ Ft,
• Continuity: lim
n→∞
Γt(X
n) = Γt(X) when lim
n→∞
Xn = X.
An upper image P of a VOP with a convex ordering cone C satisfies the following mono-
tonicity property: if p ∈ P and p ≤C q, then q ∈ P.
Proof. The properties of Γt follow from the corresponding properties of the conditional expec-
tation and the risk measure applied component-wise. Convexity of a cone C corresponds to
C + C ⊆ C. This implies the inclusion P + C ⊆ P, which is the above stated monotonicity
property of P.
For the mean-risk problem, time consistency of Γt specifically means
Γt(VT (ψ)) = Γt(−Γt+1(VT (ψ))), (A.1)
for any ψ = (ψs)s=t,...,T−1 ∈ Ψt(vt), where in (A.1) the notation ψ is used once for the portfolio
in the time interval [t, T ), and once for the portfolio in the time interval [t + 1, T ). Based on
equation (A.1) consider the auxiliary problem
min
ψt,x
(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
)
w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. STt ψt = vt,
ψt ∈ Φt,(
x1
x2
)
∈ Γt+1
(
Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)
)
.
(D¯t(vt))
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For the problem to be well defined at all time points, including the pre-terminal time T − 1, we
set
ΓT (ΨT (vT )) :=
{(
−vT
−vT
)}
. (A.2)
The feasible set of the problem D¯t(vt) is denoted by Ψ¯t(vt), and its image by Γt(Ψ¯t(vt)). The
following lemma shows a close connection between problems Dt(vt) and D¯t(vt).
Lemma A.2. For any time t = 0, . . . , T − 1, and for any Ft-measurable investment vt, the
mean-risk problem Dt(vt) and the auxiliary problem D¯t(vt) share the same image of the feasible
set, that is,
Γt(Ψt(vt)) = Γt(Ψ¯t(vt)).
Proof. Considering (A.2), the equivalence at time T − 1 is straightforward. For all other times t
and investments vt the equivalence follows from (A.1) and Lemma 3.2.
The auxiliary problems D¯t(vt) are already recursive, as each problem D¯t(vt) uses in its con-
straints the image of the feasible set of its successor problem D¯t+1. However, they will only serve
as a stepping stone to prove the recursiveness of problems D˜t(vt) in relation (4.1). There are
several reasons for that. Firstly, problems D¯t(vt), despite being recursive, would not be suitable
for practical implementations as the available solvers for VOPs [14, 18, 19, 25] provide the user
with the upper image, rather than the images of the feasible set. One may note that the only
difference to problem D˜t(vt) is indeed that in the constraints the image of the feasible set is
replaced by the upper image. It will be proven in Lemma 4.2 that this will not change the upper
images and thus neither the solutions nor the efficient points of the problems. The second reason
for considering D˜t(vt) instead of D¯t(vt) is that it is not clear whether problem D¯t(vt) is convex,
in particular, if its feasible set Ψ¯t(vt) is convex. Enlarging the feasible set by replacing the image
of the feasible set by the upper image will ensure that we obtain indeed a convex VOP. This will
be proven in Lemma 4.3.
A.1 Proof of Lemma 4.2
Recall now problem D˜t(vt), where we kept the objective function Γt(−x) the same as in prob-
lem D¯t(vt) and just enlarged the feasible set by replacing the image of the feasible set Γt+1(Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt))
by the upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
. For all t = 1, ..., T − 1 consider
min
ψt,x
(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
)
w.r.t. ≤Lt(R2+)
s.t. STt ψt = vt,
ψt ∈ Φt,(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
,
(D˜t(vt))
where we set
PT (vT ) := ΓT (ΨT (vT )) + LT (R
2
+).
We will now prove Lemma 4.2 which states that the upper image Pt (vt) of the mean-risk
problem Dt(vt) coincides with the upper image P˜t (vt) of problem D˜t(vt), i.e. Pt (vt) = P˜t (vt).
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. By Lemma A.2, problems Dt(vt) and D¯t(vt) have the same images of the
feasible sets, and therefore also the same upper images. Thus, proving Pt (vt) = P˜t (vt) is
equivalent to proving P¯t (vt) = P˜t (vt).
The objective functions of problems D¯t(vt) and D˜t(vt) coincide, the two problems differ only
in their feasible sets. Clearly, the feasible set Ψ¯t(vt) of problem D¯t(vt) is a subset of the feasible
set Ψ˜t(vt) of the problem D˜t(vt), that is Ψ¯t(vt) ⊆ Ψ˜t(vt). As a consequence the same relation
holds also for their upper images, that is P¯t(vt) ⊆ P˜t(vt).
Thus, it remains only to show that P¯t (vt) ⊇ P˜t (vt). This will be done in two steps. Firstly,
it will be shown that P¯t (vt) ⊇ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)). In the second step, we will use that to prove P¯t (vt) ⊇
P˜t (vt). Since Lt(R
2
+) and Lt+1(R
2
+) are convex cones, all of the upper images used here will have
the monotonicity property introduced in Lemma A.1.
Let us now show that P¯t (vt) ⊇ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)). Consider an arbitrary point p ∈ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)). Thus,
to p corresponds some feasible pair (ψt, x) ∈ Ψ˜t(vt), such that p = Γt(−x). Feasibility means in
particular that the random vector x belongs to the time t + 1 upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)
. By
definition of the upper image, there exists a sequence{
x(n) = u(n) + r(n)
}∞
n=1
⊆ Γt+1(Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)) + Lt+1(R
2
+)
converging towards x, where u(n) ∈ Γt+1(Ψt+1(S
T
t+1ψt)) and r
(n) ∈ Lt+1(R
2
+). This yields new
pairs (ψt, x
(n)), which are feasible for the recursive problem D˜t(vt); and (ψt, u
(n)), which are feasi-
ble for both D¯t(vt) and D˜t(vt). Feasibility in particular means Γt(−u
(n)) ∈ P¯t (vt). Monotonicity
of the objective function implies Γt(−u
(n)) ≤ Γt(−x
(n)), and combined with the monotonicity
property of the upper image one obtains Γt(−x
(n)) ∈ P¯t (vt) for all n ∈ N.
Finiteness of the underlying probability space ensures continuity of the convex function Γt,
see Lemmas A.1 and 2.2. The values Γt(−x
(n)) then converge towards p = Γt(−x), and as an
upper image is closed this proves that P¯t (vt) ⊇ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)).
In the second part of the proof we will show that P¯t (vt) ⊇ P˜t (vt). Consider any p ∈ P˜t (vt).
From the way an upper image is defined, there exists a sequence
{
p(n) = q(n) + r(n)
}∞
n=1
⊆
Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+) converging to p, where q
(n) ∈ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)) and r
(n) ∈ Lt(R
2
+). For each index
n we know, from the previous part of the proof, that q(n) ∈ P¯t (vt). Thus, by the monotonicity
property of the upper image also p(n) ∈ P¯t (vt) for all n ∈ N. Thus, also its limit p belongs to
P¯t (vt) as the upper image is closed by definition.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We are now ready to prove the recursive form (4.1) of the upper images Pt (vt) of the mean-risk
problem Dt(vt), respectively the one-time-step problems D˜t(vt).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.2 establishes an equivalence between the upper images of the
mean-risk problems Dt(vt) and the upper images of the recursive problems D˜t(vt). As a conse-
quence, the upper images of the mean-risk problems have the following recursive form,
Pt (vt) = cl
({(
−Et(−x1)
ρt(−x2)
) ∣∣∣ STt ψt = vt, ψt ∈ Φt,
(
x1
x2
)
∈ Pt+1
(
STt+1ψt
)}
+ Lt(R
2
+)
)
.
(A.3)
What remains to be shown is its equality to the right-hand side of (4.1), that is that the cone
can be omitted in (A.3). Thus, one has to show the following
Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)) + Lt(R
2
+) ⊆ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)).
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Consider an element p+ r of the set on the left-hand side, where p ∈ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)) and r ∈ Lt(R
2
+).
To the random vector p in the set Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)) corresponds some feasible pair (ψt, x) ∈ Ψ˜t(vt),
such that p = Γt(−x). Since the upper image Pt+1(S
T
t+1ψt) has the monotonicity property, also
a pair (ψt, x + r1) is feasible, that is (ψt, x + r1) ∈ Ψ˜t(vt). The translation invariance of the
expectation and the risk measure yields
p+ r = Γt(−x− r1) ∈ Γt(Ψ˜t(vt)).
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3
For computation and implementation purposes the recursive problems are useful only if they are
convex.
Lemma A.3. The feasible set Ψ˜t(vt) of the problem D˜t(vt) is conditionally convex.
Proof. Let (ψt, x) and (φt, u) be feasible for problem D˜t(vt) and let α ∈ Lt with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The
first two constraints are satisfied for a convex combination αψt+(1−α)φt by linearity of portfolio
value and conditional convexity of the set Φt. We need to show that a convex combination of
x and u will belong to the upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1(αψt + (1− α)φt)
)
. Let us distinguish two
cases.
Firstly, assume that the vectors x and u are from the sets Γt+1 (Ψt+1( · )) +Lt+1(R
2
+). Then
there must exist trading strategies (ψs)s=t+1,...,T−1 and (φs)s∈{t+1,...,T−1} feasible for the problems
Dt+1( · ) such that
x ≥ Γt+1(VT (ψ)), u ≥ Γt+1(VT (φ)) (A.4)
By the conditional convexity of Γt+1 and linearity of VT , (A.4) yields
αx+ (1− α)u ≥ Γt+1(VT (αψ + (1− α)φ)) (A.5)
Since the self-financing constraints of the non-recursive problems Dt+1(·) are linear, and the
constraint sets Φs are conditionally convex, the convex combination of the feasible strategies,
(αψs+ (1−α)φs)s∈{t+1,...,T−1}, is feasible for problem Dt+1
(
STt+1 (αψt + (1− α)φt)
)
. This com-
bined with the inequalities (A.5) means that the random vector αx+ (1− α)u is an element of
the upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1(αψt + (1− α)φt)
)
.
Secondly, assume at least one of the vectors x and u is from the boundary of the corre-
sponding upper image. Then there exist sequences of vectors {x(n)}∞n=1 and {u
(n)}∞n=1 from
the sets Γt+1 (Ψt+1(·)) + Lt+1(R
2
+) converging to x, respectively u. From above we know that
every convex combination αx(n) + (1 − α)u(n) lies in the upper image for the starting value
(αψt + (1− α)φt)
T St+1. Since the upper image is a closed set, also the limit of this sequence,
αx+ (1− α)u, belongs to the upper image Pt+1
(
STt+1(αψt + (1− α)φt)
)
.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Convexity of the feasible set, which follows from Lemma A.3, together
with convexity of the objective given in Lemma A.1, establish the convexity of the one-time-step
optimization problem D˜t(vt) .
Remark A.4. The feasible set Ψ˜t(vt) is conditionally convex, and by Lemma A.1 the objective
Γt is regular. This enables to combine minimizers of the node-wise problems D˜t(vt)(ωt) into
minimizers of D˜t(vt) in the same way as for the original mean-risk problem. The same follows
also for the upper images.
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